Iron(Fe)-doped InN (InN:Fe) layers have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Unlike Fe in GaN, the Fe is found to be donor-like in InN. However, the Fe-concentrations ([Fe]) can’t fully explain the drastic increase of residual electron concentration. Further analysis shows that more unintentionally doped impurities such as hydrogen and oxygen are incorporated with increasing [Fe] and the sample surface is degraded with a large number of pits, which probably are the main reasons for electron generation and mobility reduction.
Photoluminescence of InN is also gradually quenched by Fe-doping. This work shows that Fe-doping is one of good choices to control electron density in InN.
InN has attracted much research attention since it was experimentally confirmed to be a narrow band gap semiconductor in 2002. This makes III-nitrides (InN-GaN-AlN) and their alloys to cover an extremely wide range of band gap energy from 6.2 to 0.65 eV by modifying group III-elements and their compositions. Thus, light emitting devices can extend to red and infrared region and III-nitrides also provide potential application in very high efficiency full-spectrum solar cell. However, the development of these devices is limited by poor quality of InN and In-rich InGaN. Epitaxy of InN and In-rich InGaN is very difficult due to the very low epitaxial temperature and the lack of matched substrate. Study of InN is also much less in comparison to that of GaN in many aspects. Iron(Fe)-doping of GaN (GaN:Fe) has been widely studied, where Fe has been reported to form a deep level, leading to semi-insulating layer. This becomes a common method to get commercially available semi-insulating GaN and to achieve high performance transistors based on AlGaN/GaN heterostructure. GaN:Fe has been also studied to get diluted magnetic nitride semiconductors, which may provide great applications in spin devices like spin-LEDs and spin-FETs. Unfortunately, Fe-doped InN has seldom been reported till now. In this letter, we report the epitaxial growth and properties of Fe-doped InN. Interestingly, the Fe is found to be donor-like in InN, where a very small amount of Fe leads to drastic increase of residual electron concentration ($n_e$). This is quite different from that of GaN. We further found that the doped Fe concentrations could not fully explain the drastic increase of $n_e$. It is suggested that the incorporation of unintentionally-doped impurities such as hydrogen and oxygen is most likely the reason for the increased $n_e$. 
InN films were grown on sapphire substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). After thermal annealing, sapphire nitridation was performed and an AlN buffer layer with a thickness of about 20 nm was grown. Then, a high temperature GaN epilayer with a thickness of 600 nm was deposited. A 50-nm-thick InN buffer layer and a 550-nm-thick InN:Fe layer were grown on the GaN epilayer in sequence, both at 500 °C. Some InN:Fe layers were grown on MOCVD-grown-GaN/Al₂O₃ template with the same sequence, i.e. 50-nm-InN+550-nm-InN:Fe. All the InN and InN:Fe films are In-polarity. Fe atomic beam was supplied by conventional Knudsen cell where the cell temperature was varied from 950 to 1180°C. 

$n_e$ and mobility ($\mu_e$) were measured by a Hall effect system with a magnetic field of 0.503 T at room temperature. Surface morphology was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Crystalline quality was evaluated by using high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD). Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements were performed using ion implanted samples as the standards for the quantification of Fe, hydrogen and oxygen. Positron annihilation was used to estimate the cation vacancies in the InN:Fe films, where $S$ parameter was defined as the number of annihilation events over the energy range of $511 \text{ keV} \pm \Delta E_γ$ (where $\Delta E_γ = 0.76 \text{ keV}$) around the center of the peak.

The growth was in-situ monitored by reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Streaky pattern was kept during the growth of AlN, GaN, InN and InN:Fe layers. Since PBN crucible was used in the effusion cell of Fe source, the temperature of Fe cell ($T_{Fe}$) is limited below 1200°C to avoid the possible reaction between Fe and PBN. Under these cell temperatures, the beam flux of Fe should be very small and it is difficult to be detected by the beam flux monitor. In fact, the Fe concentration ([Fe]) in InN:Fe film grown at $T_{Fe}=1150°C$ is
about $10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, which is actually just over the detection limitation of SIMS measurement while most of [Fe]s at lower $T_{Fe}$ are below the detection limitation. This indicates that the [Fe] is very small. And perhaps due to this small doping density, the RHEED pattern does not show any difference between the InN buffer layer and InN:Fe layer, i.e. the same streaky pattern was kept during the growth. This is also true in the InN and InN:Fe layers grown on GaN/Al$_2$O$_3$ template. However, although the surface of InN:Fe is as flat as that of the undoped one, pits have been formed due to Fe doping. Figure 1 shows the surface morphology of InN and InN:Fe layers ($T_{Fe}$=1180°C) grown on GaN/Al$_2$O$_3$ template measured by AFM. Step-flow features are shown in both surfaces where the surface roughness (root mean square value) is about 0.7-0.8 nm in 3 µm×3 µm scanned area, which is typical for the In-polar InN.\textsuperscript{12} However, a large number of pits with a density around $10^9$ cm$^{-2}$ and several tens nm diameter are formed in InN:Fe.

Figure 2 shows the full width at half maximum values (FWHM) of XRD $\omega$-scans for InN layers as a function of $T_{Fe}$, where $\omega$-scans of both (002) symmetric and (102) asymmetric planes were performed. It is shown that the FWHM of (002) $\omega$-scans is increased from 500 arcsec to about 1000 arcsec with increasing $T_{Fe}$ while those of (102) $\omega$-scans did not show clear tendency with values around 2500 arcsec. It is known that the broadening of (002) $\omega$-scan peak is related to threading dislocations with a screw component while that of (102) $\omega$-scan peak is related to threading dislocations with an edge component.\textsuperscript{13-15} Therefore, the screw component dislocation density increases with increasing $T_{Fe}$ while that of the edge component dislocation is not clearly influenced by the Fe doping.
Figure 3 shows electrical properties of InN and InN:Fe layers. Both $n_e$ and $\mu_e$ are greatly influenced by Fe doping. At $T_{Fe}\leq 1000^\circ C$, $n_e$ and $\mu_e$ are almost independent of Fe doping, with values of $8\times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ and 1770 cm$^2$/Vs, respectively. These values are rather good for a 550-nm-thick InN layer. It is very interesting that $n_e$ drastically increases from $8\times 10^{17}$ to $1.2\times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ with increasing $T_{Fe}$ from 1000$^\circ$C to 1180$^\circ$C, whereas $\mu_e$ decreases from 1770 to 1230 cm$^2$/Vs. It looks that the doped Fe does not work as deep level as it acts in GaN but is donor-like.$^{5-7}$ In the case of GaN:Fe, the Fe$^{3+/2+}$ acceptor levels have been proposed to be located 2.6 and 3.17 eV above the valence-band maximum, respectively.$^{16,17}$ This looks different in the case of InN. However, even the Fe is donor-like in InN, the doped Fe itself could not supply so many electrons as shown in Fig. 3 since the [Fe] is quite small, about 3 orders in magnitude lower than the $n_e$ provided that each Fe atom supply one free electron. It has been reported that threading dislocation is one of major contributors for free electrons in InN.$^{15}$ From Fig. 2, we can see that the edge-component threading dislocation is almost independent of Fe doping, which is very similar to the case of GaN:Fe grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy as reported previously.$^5$ The density of screw-component threading dislocation is increased with Fe doping, where the generated value is estimated to be $1.2\times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$ for the InN:Fe at $T_{Fe}=1150^\circ$C in comparison to that of undoped InN.$^{15}$ This may provide free electrons with a density of $4.2\times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, provided that each dangling bond at the screw-component threading dislocations acts as a singly ionizable donor, i.e. every monolayer along each threading dislocations supply one free electron. This obviously could not fully explain the experimental observation since $n_e=5.3\times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. 
To further explore reasons for free electron generation, positron annihilation measurement was performed to investigate point defects.\textsuperscript{18,19} In positron annihilation measurement, $S$ and $W$ parameters were obtained from the Doppler broadening spectra, where the $S$ parameter mainly reflects changes due to the annihilation of positron-electron pairs with a low-momentum distribution, and the $W$ parameter mainly characterizes changes due to the annihilation of pairs with a high-momentum distribution. In general, the $S$ ($W$) is larger (smaller) for InN layers with higher (lower) density of vacancy-type defects. It should be noted that although the vacancy type defects like $V_{\text{In}}$ are acceptor-like and the isolated donor-like defect $V_{\text{N}}$ could not be detected by positron annihilation in theory, the generation of $V_{\text{In}}$ is usually accompanied by that of $V_{\text{N}}$ and thus we can roughly estimate the generation of $V_{\text{N}}$ from that of $V_{\text{In}}$. Previous study on either Si- or Mg-doped InN did show the enlargement of $S$ parameter with the increase number of free electron, which may due to the generation of $V_{\text{N}}$ and/or $V_{\text{In}}$-$V_{\text{N}}$ complexes.\textsuperscript{19,20} Figure 4 shows $S$ parameter as a function of the incident positron energy ($E$) for InN:Fe layers, where the signal between 0-15 keV comes from the InN layer. The $S$ parameter as a function of $T_{\text{Fe}}$ is also shown in the inset, which is averaged over the $E$ of 5-15 keV. It is shown that the $S$ parameter is about 0.426 and does not show clear tendency with increasing $T_{\text{Fe}}$. This indicates that the increase of $n_e$ with $T_{\text{Fe}}$ may not be due to the generation of point defects such as $V_{\text{N}}$ or $V_{\text{In}}$-$V_{\text{N}}$ complexes.

Further analysis was turned to unintentionally doped impurities as hydrogen and oxygen, which are believed to be donors in InN.\textsuperscript{21} Figure 5 shows [H] and [O] as a function of $T_{\text{Fe}}$. It is shown that the [H] is roughly in the magnitude of one order higher than the [O] at each $T_{\text{Fe}}$. And more hydrogen and oxygen are incorporated by Fe doping, where [H] and [O]
gradually increase from $8\times10^{17}$ and $8\times10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ to $3.3\times10^{18}$ and $4.1\times10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ with increasing $T_{Fe}$ to $1150^\circ$C, respectively. It is shown that dependence of the [H] or the [H]+[O] on $T_{Fe}$ basically coincides with that of the $n_e$, and the exact values of the [H] or the [H]+[O] are also very close to $n_e$ as well. Therefore, the drastic increase of $n_e$ is most likely due to that more hydrogen and oxygen are incorporated with increasing $T_{Fe}$.

Figure 6 shows photoluminescence (PL) spectra of InN and InN:Fe layers, measured at room temperature. Single emission peak was observed for all samples. The peak position locates at 0.64 eV for undoped InN layer and then gradually blue-shifted to 0.68 eV with increasing $T_{Fe}$ to $1150^\circ$C. This is mainly due to the Burstein-Moss effect where the Fermi level was up-shifted with increasing $n_e$ as discussed above. As shown in Fig. 6(b), PL intensity is gradually decreased with increasing $T_{Fe}$, where the intensity of InN:Fe at $T_{Fe}=1150^\circ$C is about 2 orders in magnitude lower than that of the undoped one. The FWHM also becomes larger with increasing $T_{Fe}$, where it increases from 70 to 136 meV for the undoped InN and the InN:Fe with $T_{Fe}=1150^\circ$C. The quenching or degradation of emission properties is very similar to those of Si-doped InN, which shows that Fe is similar to Si in the viewpoint of controlling the electron density of InN.22

In summary, we have studied growth and properties of Fe-doped InN on sapphire substrate by MBE. It was found that the InN:Fe surface was kept flat as the undoped one except the generation of high density pits. The $n_e$ was greatly increased by doping very small amount of Fe, accompanied by the reduction of electron mobility. This is most likely due to the incorporation of impurities such as hydrogen and oxygen. Photoluminescence of InN is also quenched by Fe doping. The properties of InN:Fe are very similar to those of InN:Si,
which shows that Fe-doping is as effective as Si-doping to control electron density in InN. The effect of Fe-doping in InN is quite different from that in GaN, which may open great potential application for InN:Fe in spintronics since it is conductive while the GaN:Fe is semi-insulating.
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Figure Captions:

FIG. 1. (Color online) Surface morphologies of InN and InN:Fe layers measured by AFM. Scanned areas are both 3µm×3µm.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of XRD ω-scans for (002) symmetric and (102) asymmetric planes of InN as a function of Fe cell temperature. Black solid squares-(002); Blue solid circles-(102). Sample shown before break of x-axis is undoped InN.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Residual electron concentration (black solid squares) and Hall mobility (blue solid circles) of InN layers as a function of Fe cell temperature. Guide eye lines are also plotted. Undoped InN sample data are shown before the break of x-axis for comparison.

FIG. 4. (Color online) $S$ parameters of InN as a function of positron energy in positron annihilation measurement. Dependence of $S$ parameter on Fe cell temperature is shown in the inset.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Atomic concentration of hydrogen (red solid circles), oxygen (black solid squares) and their sum (green solid triangles) in InN:Fe layers as a function of Fe cell temperature. Residual electron concentrations (blue solid spheres) are also shown for comparison.

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) PL spectra of undoped InN and InN:Fe films; (b) PL intensity as a function of Fe cell temperature; (c) PL peak energy (black open diamonds) and FWHMs (blue open circles) as a function of Fe cell temperature.